We propose a per-frame upper body pose estimation method for sports players captured in low-resolution team sports videos. Using the head-center-aligned upper body region appearance in each frame from the head tracker, our framework estimates (1) 2D spine pose, composed of the head center and the pelvis center locations, and (2) the orientation of the upper body in each frame. Our framework is composed of three steps. In the first step, the head region of the subject player is tracked with a standard tracking-by-detection technique for upper body appearance alignment. In the second step, the relative pelvis center location from the head center is estimated by our newly proposed poseletregressor in each frame to obtain spine angle priors. In the last step, the body orientation is estimated by the upper body orientation classifier selected by the spine angle range. Owing to the alignment of the body appearance and the usage of multiple body orientation classifiers conditioned by the spine angle prior, our method can robustly estimate the body orientation of a player with a large variation of visual appearances during a game, even during side-poses or self-occluded poses. We tested the performance of our method in both American football and soccer videos.
Introduction
In team sport video analysis, tracking players with computer vision-based methods is widely studied because the trajectories of players are the most basic and important kinds of information. There have been many applications that track players using a monocular view [1] or multiple views [2] . However, these player-tracking methods can only achieve location-based activity recognition of players, for example [3] , [4] . Conversely, there are a few studies on group activity recognition for sports videos using per-player actions as features [5] , [6] . While these methods can infer the semantic actions of each player (e.g., "running", "jumping"), they cannot recognize the fine-grained activity differences between activity classes because they just perform (discretized) classification between those semantic actions.
If sport-specific upper body pose patterns can be estimated from a vision-based recognition technique, there will be a new opportunity to realize the more detailed pose-based activity recognition of team sports players. The extraction of the upper body pose will achieve a deeper understanding of player actions by recognizing changes in the upper body pose, such as the gradual spine angle change during running from the starting po- aoki@elec.keio.ac.jp sition, defensive bending poses, and blocking poses. Moreover, gaze and direction-based attention prediction [7] and group activity recognition from orientations and relative locations of people [5] , [6] , [8] can also be achieved even for the team sports videos in the future. However, estimating the upper body orientation or body tilt from team sports videos has rarely been explored.
Realistic upper body pose appearances of team sports players have a wider variety of articulated pose patterns ( Fig. 2 ) than pedestrian cases [9] , [10] , [11] with the following variations:
• Many types of spine angle (body tilt) ( Fig. 2 (a) ).
• Running while looking backward. (Fig. 2 
(b))
• While moving back ( Fig. 2 (c) ). These postural patterns, unseen in surveillance videos for pedestrian tracking, make it more difficult to realize the upper body pose estimation method for team sports videos. Specifically, sports players in team sports videos have more body tilt variations than pedestrians poses because they tend to bend their (upper) body while in defensive actions or some specific actions (e.g., passing action in soccer). Larger body tilt variations make the body orientation problem more difficult because the previous body orientation estimators during pedestrian tracking or detection [11] , [12] depend on the alignment of the input window by the pedestrian detector for only standing walking poses.
To cope with those postural variations in team sports, we propose a framework for estimating the upper body orientation of a player with the head-center-aligned upper body region using the selected classifier conditioned by spine angle (Fig. 1) . Our framework, which depends on the alignment of the upper body appearance, not only estimates the body orientation of the trackc 2015 Information Processing Society of Japan the tracked player images in each frame of the input video with the estimated horizontal body orientation (orange arrow), and 2D spine pose (2D purple line). The lower image is a summary image from a test video, which shows the location of the head region and the pelvis center of the subject player in each frame. Our method can track and estimate the upper body pose even when lower body occlusion occurs because it only utilizes the upper body region appearance of the tracked player. ing player (orange arrow in Fig. 3 (a) ) as in previous work on surveillance [11] , [12] , but also estimates the 2D spine pose of the players (purple line in Fig. 3 (a) ), which consists of the head center location and the pelvis center location even during the bending poses.
Our framework is composed of three steps. In the first step, the head position of the moving player is tracked by the head tracker of Ref. [13] . In the second step, we estimate the relative pelvis center location from the head center position using our proposed poselet-regressor with head-center-aligned Histogram-ofOriented Gradients (HOG) [14] features within the upper body window. This results in estimating the 2D spine pose in each frame. Our poselet-regressor has continuous output space, while the original poselets [15] are trained as a pose exemplar detector.
In the third step, we use the estimated 2D spine angle from the second step as a conditional prior for selecting a corresponding upper body orientation classifier, and then the upper body orientation is estimated by the head-center aligned (or pelvis-center aligned) upper body region HOG features within a corresponding spine angle range, which we call a spine class. This framework is the extension of our previous body orientation and spine pose estimation work [16] with two major contributions: (1) relative spine pose estimation with the head tracker and the poselet-regressor with head-centered-aligned upper body appearance; and (2) classifier selection scheme using spine-angle prior and aligned appearance window, which was inspired by Refs. [17] , [18] , but with the difference that our conditional prior is the 2D spine angle class. Note that this paper only focuses on the body orientation estimation problem while the previous version [16] also proposed the head orientation estimator.
The first contribution of this paper is the proposed poseletregressor (in step 2) that estimates the 2D spine pose without using pictorial-structures-based pose detectors such as Refs. [19] , [20] , [21] and the poselet detectors [15] , [22] , which has been a popular strategy for human pose estimation in computer vision. Our poselet-regressor predicts the relative pelvis position from the head center using the head-center-aligned upper body appearance determined from regression forests [23] . Compared with the multi-view pose estimation method using poselets [24] , our c 2015 Information Processing Society of Japan framework tries to estimate the 2D spine pose (the line between the head center and the pelvis center) using the poselet-regressor and the head-center-aligned window from the head tracker. In other words, our poselet-regressor is a relative joint location predictor that depends on the local origin (head center) estimated by the head tracker in each frame of the video.
The second contribution of this paper is the switching scheme between multiple upper body orientation classifiers (in step 3) using the spine angle value as a conditional prior. This enables each body orientation classifier (random decision forests) to focus on selecting the important (HOG) features from the conditioned subset of the whole training dataset that includes similar and spinepose-aligned upper body appearances with the same spine angle range. Previous body orientation estimation approaches for surveillance videos [10] , [11] do not deal with bending poses but only pedestrians walking or standing upwright. Our conditioned prior scheme is inspired by the conditional regression forests [17] , [18] , but our conditional prior is the spine angle, which has never been explored before as a prior.
In addition to these major two contributions, another key contribution of this framework is that our method estimates the upper body pose of the player even when partially occluded, because it depends on the head tracker and the upper body orientation classification using only the selected features within the upper body region during training time with Regression Forests [23] . Since our previous work [16] depends on tracking the whole body, it can only track and estimate the pose of isolated players. Our new design, which tracks the head and uses the head-center-aligned upper body appearance, which is inspired by our another lower body pose estimation framework [25] , opens up more chances to track and estimate the pose of players even in congested situations in team sports by only tracking the head region and using only the tracked upper body region for spine pose and body orientation estimation.
Since the variation of the arm pose is very large in unconstrained team sport player appearances, it is also important to depend aligned global appearance of the person. Because parts exemplars such as poselets [15] , [22] and pictorial structures [20] , [21] have to deal with the all of the arm parts for pose prediction, they are not always scalable to the unconstrained huge patterns of articulated poses. Instead of training parts detectors, we introduce the alignment of the whole body appearances from the tracker, which is the standard approach of body orientation classification methods during tracking-by-detection [11] , [12] , [16] , and utilizes only discriminative HOG features within the upper body region selected by random decision forests training. Moreover, our poselet-regressor also uses the same aligned-global appearance approach to predict the relative pelvis center location from the (tracked) head center.
In summary, our alignment via head tracking and the feature selection with conditional spine pose prior are aimed at dealing with pose appearance patterns of sports players rather than pedestrians (for estimating their body orientation). By acquiring head and pelvis-center aligned upper body images, each body orientation classifier needs to deal with only the smaller appearance distribution within the corresponding spine angle class. To achieve this, even for an unconstrained setting, we propose the regression forests-based skeletal spine pose estimation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 investigates related work. Section 3 introduces the overview of our framework. Section 4 introduces the spin pose estimation procedure using the head tracker and the poselet-regressor. Section 5 introduces the multiple body orientation classifiers conditioned by spine angle prior. Section 6 is the evaluation of our method with American football and soccer scenes. Section 7 is the conclusion of this paper.
Related Work
The estimation of head and body orientation from low resolution videos has been studied for the purposes of video surveillance [10] , [11] , [26] , [27] , [28] . The body orientation of the subject, which our framework predicts, has also been used for group activity recognition [29] , [30] , [31] as context features between interacting people.
There are two main approaches for body pose estimation from a fixed camera view: 1) human pose/orientation estimation from a single image; and 2) human body pose or orientation estimation from videos based on the position of the person/head tracker. Inferring the skeletal body pose or body orientation is quite useful for many applications, such as searching for semantic key poses from TV shows [32] , recognizing pose and clothing attributes of a person [33] , recognizing the interaction between two people [34] , [35] , and recognizing the interaction between an object and a person [36] , [37] . We will review human pose estimation methods from a single image in Section 2.1, and human pose estimation methods from videos in Section 2.2.
Another categorization of related work is the human pose estimation for (1) the skeletal pose and (2) the head/body orientation. Our proposed poselet-regressor is the skeletal pose estimator of the (simplified) 2D spine line while the proposed spineconditioned body orientation estimators are the body orientation estimators. The single image methods in Section 2.1 are related to the poselet-regressor, while the tracker-based orientation estimation methods in Section 2.2 are related to our spine-conditioned body orientation estimators.
While skeletal pose estimations are mostly performed using a part-detector strategy, our strategy is to also use the global aligned window appearance to estimate the skeletal spine pose. Our tracker-based joint location estimation of the poselet-regressor is inspired by our previous work [25] , which also uses the body tracker for the window alignment and used random classification forests to estimate the lower body joint locations.
Human Pose Estimation from a Single Image
There are many papers that try to estimate the skeletal body pose from a single image [15] , [19] , [24] , [32] , [33] , [34] , [35] , [36] , [37] . These approaches mainly estimate the frontal 2D skeletal bone of the subject and the regions of each part of the body.
The most popular approach to skeletal human pose estimation uses pictorial structures [38] , [39] , where the body parts configuration of the person in the image is represented as a graphical c 2015 Information Processing Society of Japan tree model of body part region appearances. After the success of the Deformable Part Models (DPM) [40] , the pictorial structure framework for people detection is extended with DPM to jointly detect the part locations with structured prediction, such as a flexible mixture-of-parts model (FMP) [20] .
FMP [20] is robust for the frontal pose images because it employs a tree-structured graphical model of part detectors, which are trained as the mixtures of the part appearances from the training dataset using k-means. While FMP [20] gives very good results for frontal human poses, it cannot infer the partiallyoccluded side poses accurately because the tree-structure of the graphical model does not appear when the arms and legs partially occlude each other. In team sports videos, there are many sideview pose appearances in which it is difficult to estimate the parts locations using part-based models.
Part-model approaches find it difficult to estimate the pose: (1) when multiple parts are occluded; (2) when the image is lowresolution and the parts have similar appearances, making it hard to discriminate each part correctly; and (3) when the person is in non-frontal side poses, which are hard to model with tree partmodels of pictorial structure.
There are also per-frame classification or regression methods for estimating each part location from a single depth image [18] , [41] . Additionally, there are part-model approaches using multi-view images [42] , [43] . In contrast, our approach does not use depth image or multi-view inputs, but only monocular RGB images.
Poselets: Detection of One Specific Pose
Reference [15] proposed human (partial) pose detectors, poselets, which can be also regarded as a human (partial) pose silhouette detector. The poselets have been also used for the middle-level parts for human pose estimation methods with partbased models [19] .
Reference [21] proposed the poseletconditioned pictorial structures approach, which uses the poselets as a mid-level representation of multiple body parts. While pictorial structures using poselets [19] , [21] can cover the pictorial structures with only local part detectors [20] , classification still depends on the pictorial structures and cannot cover many types of articulation (with only a few specific poselets). Particularly when the arms or legs are partially occluded or hidden behind other parts, we need more poselets (exemplars) to represent those person apperances. This makes it more difficult to represent a huge number of part configurations, even when occlusion or partdisappearance occurs.
The poselets can be also used for key-frame extraction such as in Ref. [44] for activity recognition via key-frame responses. However, poselets cannot detect detailed or in-between poses because poselets are discretized key-pose exemplar detectors (but they can detect key-poses as attributes or actions, see Refs. [24] , [33] ). Maji et al. [24] proposed multi-view poselets for the purpose of single image action recognition from the detected pose with action-specific poselets.
Pose Regression
Recently, appearance-based regression of some kinds of human poses has been studied [45] , [46] .
Classic approaches for estimating skeletal poses, such as
Refs. [45] , [46] , [47] , try to train regression models (with low dimensional latent variables) of typical human movements for individual activities (e.g., walking, jumping). References [47] , [48] estimated the joint locations of a target walking person using a fixed side-camera view in each single frame of a video. In these papers, cameras are set to capture the person from side views on the road or street so that people can be captured in only sideview poses. This side-view camera setting is often used in gait recognition [49] . In contrast, our proposed method can estimate the body orientation and the spine pose from any camera view, because our poselet-regressor learns the various types of human upper body pose appearances from all camera views using only one model. Conditional regression forests [17] , [18] , which divides the visual feature space into each-view spaces or some other subcategories, is the closest approach to our proposal. For facial images, when the view of the face is restricted, visual patterns of fiducial points become smaller because the facial parts cannot move so much. However, the whole-body appearance has a wide variety of patterns (body orientation or spine angle, in our case) even when the camera view is restricted. Also gaze direction estimation from the eye-region appearance is explored with conditional regression forests conditioned on the head pose [50] . For nonarticulated objects, regression-based pose estimation [51] can be done. However, articulated-pose estimation from RGB images has not yet been explored, while some depth-based methods have proposed the regression of part locations [18] , [41] .
Human Orientation Estimation from Low-Resolution
Videos Head and body orientation estimation approaches during people tracking have been proposed, mostly for surveillance videos [10] , [11] , [13] , [26] , [52] , [53] . Another popular scene setting is the frontal video of automobiles [27] , [28] . These methods train scene-specific or clothing-specific head or body orientation classifiers, which typically classify the horizontal eight directions into eight classes, by combining those classifiers with the head or body trackers to jointly estimate the orientations and the location with filtering techniques. They mainly estimate the head and body orientations of pedestrians and cannot deal with poses where the subjects are bending their upper bodies. While we would like to review only body orientation estimation methods, since our proposed method estimates the body orientation in each frame, we will also review head orientation estimation methods. The latter are closely related and adopt very similar approaches to classifying the direction, and our method uses the same head tracker as used in this work [13] , [26] , [52] , [53] . Those head orientation methods are also combined with body orientation estimation [9] , [10] , [54] .
Benfold and Reid [52] proposed the first approach that adopts feature-selection for learning a per-frame head orientation classifier using randomized trees with a color feature. Benfold and Reid extended [52] in Ref. [13] by introducing a HOG features [14] with a color feature to create a robust head pose classifier and proposed a multi-target tracking scheme using a HOGbased head detector and an optical-flow tracker for surveillance videos. This per-frame classification with tracking-by-detection proposed in Ref. [13] has been a standard approach for recent head or body orientation estimation methods [10] , [11] , [16] .
For team sports videos with low-resolution settings, Hayashi et al. [16] , our previous version of this work, proposed a head and body orientation estimation and spine pose estimation of American football players in videos. This work performs head and body orientation classification independently with tracking-bydetection with a player tracker, as well as head detection within each frame. In sports videos, it is easier to train a robust head orientation classifier than training it for surveillance videos, because the visual appearance of the head region is similar between different players wearing similar uniforms, especially helmeted players in our experimental American football videos. However, since head appearance is versatile in other team sports (e.g., basketball or soccer) and in surveillance videos such as Ref. [13] , the head orientation classifier needs higher dimensional or discriminative features than for sports players. Conversely, body features in sport videos have more pose variations than in pedestrians. In this sense, tackling various types of postural appearances of sports players is the main focus and contribution of this work.
Schulz et al. [27] proposed a joint head pose estimator and head localizer for pedestrians for the risk assessment of car drivers. Later, Schulz et al. [28] proposed a sequential Bayesian tracking extension of Ref.
[27] with a particle filter. In Ref. [28] , they use a head pose classifier result as the per-frame likelihood of a particle filter, and jointly predict and update the head location and head pose by tracking a pedestrian on video. Benfold et al. [26] used conditional random fields to train the head pose estimator of pedestrians in an unsupervised manner in a new video scene. These papers make use of the temporal transition constraints on head location and also the temporal continuity of the head orientations of pedestrians via filtering. While the head locations can exist only in the upper region of the detection window because pedestrians are always standing and walking upright [27] , [28] , the head locations of sports players have larger variation because they often bend their bodies and sometimes dive into opposing players.
Compared with the Town Dataset setting of Benfold et al. [13] , [26] , players in team sports videos have much more random transitions of the head/body orientation between frames and it is harder to assume the smoothness of the head/body orientations between consecutive multiple frames. For this reason, we will investigate per-frame classification of body orientation in this paper without using a temporal connection while the head tracker is performed with a Kalman filter, which assumes temporal smoothness of (only) head locations.
Cheng et al. [9] proposed a temporal framework for joint estimation of body orientation and location of the subject pedestrian using a particle filter with sparse codes of multi-level HOG features. Baltieri et al. [11] proposed body orientation estimation for pedestrians using the mixture representation of Extremely Randomized Trees classifiers. These methods have only been tested for standing pedestrians, while our method covers even nonstanding bending poses owing to the flexibility of our poseletregressor. In addition, this work and our previous work [16] estimate the upper body orientation using only upper body HOG features, while previous papers estimate the (whole) body orientation using the appearance of the whole body.
Joint Estimation of Head and Upper Body Orientation
from Videos Chen et al. [54] proposed joint tracking of head and body pose in surveillance videos. They used a particle filter to jointly estimate the head and body orientation combined with the movement direction. Later, in Ref. [10] , they extended their work to the semi-supervised learning setting with their own kernel learning scheme by learning the relationship between the parameters governing head orientation, body orientation, and movement direction.
Different from Refs. [10] and [54] , which leverage the assumption of the lower velocity of pedestrians and combine the velocity with the body orientation, our method tries to deal with the upper body appearances of sports players at higher speeds, which are already aligned by the head tracker without needing to make a connection between movement direction and body orientation. For this reason, good alignment by the head tracker is key in our proposed method, because we do not depend on the relationship or a prior from the movement direction and perform only perframe body orientation classification.
Poselets: detector of one specific pose
Reference [15] proposed human (partial) pose detectors, poselets, which can be also regarded as a human (partial) pose silhouette detector. Poselets have been also used for the middlelevel parts for human pose estimation methods with part-based models [19] . The poselet framework has an advantage in creating detectors for side-view poses, which are hard to deal with for part-based whole-person models [20] .
Poselets can be also applied for key-frame extractor such as Ref. [44] for activity recognition via key-frame responses. However, poselets cannot detect detailed or in-between poses because they are discretized detectors. Poselets can only detect discretized rough poses (See Fig. 2 in Ref. [44] for poselets examples), while poselets can detect side-view poses that occur often in activity recognition videos.
Overview of Proposed Framework
In this section, we will show the overview of our framework for estimating the upper body pose of the player: the spine pose and the body orientation. Figure 4 shows the flowchart of our proposed framework. Our framework is composed of the following three steps: ( 1 ) Tracks the head region in each frame with the head tracker [13] to estimate the head center location in each frame. Steps (1) and (2) Step (3) estimates the body orientation o b t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 7} of the player in each frame (Fig. 3 (c) ). The spine angle calculated from the spine pose is used to select one corresponding upper body orientation classifier f b s from multiple body orientation classifiers for each spine angle range (Fig. 8) . In other words, the spine pose acts as a mediator between the steps (1) and (2) and step (3). We will define the procedures of steps (1) and (2) in Section 4, then define the procedure of step (3) in Section 5.
Head Tracking and Spine Pose Estimation with Poselet-regressor
To estimate the relative pelvis position p t = (x p t , y p t ) from the head center location h t = (x h t , y h t ) estimated by the head tracker at each frame t, we propose a body spine pose regressor, which we call the poselet-regressor. Using the head tracker and our poseletregressor, our framework can estimate the 2D spine pose of the player s t = (h t , p t ) at each frame t of the video by regression (see Fig. 5 ).
With the global coordinate head center location h t = (x h t , y h t ) in a video frame (Fig. 6 (a) ), our poselet-regressor first calculates the multi-level HOG feature x b t within the upper body region around the head center location h t (Fig. 6 (b) ). Then it estimates the relative pelvis position p i = (x p i , y p i ) from the local coordinate head center h t = (0, 0) (Fig. 6 (c) ) using x b t for the random regression forests input vector. In other words, we use the selected visual features from the upper body region for this regression.
Head Tracking
To estimate the head center locations in each frame, we first perform head tracking for one subject player in a team sports video. We employed the head tracking approach proposed by Benfold et al. [13] to track the head region. This method tracks the head region of a person using tracking-by-detection with a Kalman filter. It uses a SVM (support vector machines) head rectangle detector with HOG features as the likelihood of Kalman fil- ter and uses local feature tracking results to predict the next state.
In our experiments, we trained scene-specific 24 × 24 head detectors for each scene. We regard the center of the tracked head regions in each frame t as the head location h t used in the later steps.
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Poselet-Regressor of Spine Pose
After the head region is estimated in each frame of the video in the first step, we employ the poselet-regressor to estimate the 2D spine pose, which consists of the 2D head position h t = (x (Fig. 5) . The upper body region for the poselet-regressor is located 20 pixels to the left and 12 pixels above the head center location h t (Fig. 3 (a) ).
The proposed poselet-regressor does not try to detect segments of the subject person like the poselets detector [15] , [22] or FMP detector [20] . Instead, our poselet-regressor estimates the continuous change of the relative joint position (pelvis center) from the center position (head center) using the selected discriminative features within the head-center-aligned upper body region HOG appearances. Adopting this design of relative joint location estimation by discarding the detection and segmentation ability of the original poselets [15] , [22] , our poselet-regressor can obtain the relative movement of one joint location from the center joint of the poselets window in the upper body visual feature space. Our poselet-regressor can also be regarded as the regressive version of the label-grid classifier [25] , a visual grid classifier of the lower body joint location from the pelvis center with HOG-grid resolution. The center of alignment of the HOG features window in the label-grid classifier [25] is the pelvis center, while the alignment center of the poselet-regressor is the head center position in this paper.
Given this head-center-aligned upper body region at frame t, the poselet-regressor estimates the (regressed) 2D pelvis center location p t = (x 
(1) Figure 7 shows some example results. Here, we assume that the head center locations in each frame were already tracked by the head tracker in Section 4.1. We then use the poselet-regressor to estimate p t in each frame. We adopt the same feature vector as Ref. in Ref. [11] , a dimensionality reduced image (by PCA) is used as an input for HOG features calculation. We name our relative pelvis location regressor as the poseletregressor because it can be regarded as a regressive version of the poselets framework [15] . While the original poselets are detectors, our poselet-regressor trains a regressor of the relative pelvis offset using the upper body visual features, whose head positions are aligned. Note that one poselet detector is typically trained from people with many types of clothing and hair styles, while our poselet-regressor (in this paper * 1 ) is trained from the upper body regions of different players and poses wearing only one specific American football or soccer uniform type (see our experimental setting in Section 6).
Training the Poselet-regressor
The poselet-regressor is trained from the dataset Since our body pose estimators depend on the head-centeraligned upper body appearance, the drift of the head tracker often provides a little slanted upper body appearance. Although HOG [14] has local deformation invariance through block histogram quantization, our data augmentation procedure will provide additional robustness to the not-well-aligned head tracking results (we test this setting on women's soccer scenes in Section 6. Potential Advantage of the Poselet-regressor Figure 7 shows some example results from our poseletregressor in our experiment (Section 6). These results show us two advantages of the design of the poselet-regressor. The first advantage is that the poselet-regressor realizes spine pose estimation for all types and views of sports player poses, even when some part-occlusions happen (Fig. 7) , because it achieves regression using only randomly-selected features within a holistic upper body region. As discussed in Section 2, part-detector based methods can estimate poses when the pictorial structure of all parts can be found. Conversely, our poselet-regressor uses only head-center-aligned upper body region appearance so that every upper-body visual features (including part-occluded poses and side poses) can be trained from the training images. This is a * 1 While poselet-regressor can be learned from people with various types of clothing, we only use it for one specific clothing type for the team. The second advantage of the poselet-regressor is a separate and sequential estimation of joint locations via relative joint location estimation (in local coordinates). While FMP [20] and other partbased detectors need to decide the locations of all local parts simultaneously, our poselet-regressor enables part-location estimation one by one with global appearance. This flexibility evades the necessity of part localization for bone estimation (in our case, spinal bone) and also achieves the spine pose estimation that most previous work does not primarily focus on (or which is often ignored). Moreover, by integrating it with head tracking (in this paper), a better alignment of the body appearance is produced, which makes the pose estimation problem simpler * 2 , and can be done even while tracking the person. The head region has good rigidity for tracking and achieving good alignment for the pose estimators, while the previous body orientation estimation work depends on the pedestrian detection window as alignment.
Multiple Body Orientation Classifiers with Spine Angle Prior
The third and final step in our framework is to estimate the body orientation using the body orientation classifier with a corresponding spine angle range. We train each n s upper body orientation estimator as eight-class random decision forests (Fig. 3 (c) ) within the corresponding spine angle range class using the input feature vector x b t at frame t:
After tracking the head region and estimating the spine pose in the two previous steps (Section 4), we select a s-th class f b s from Fig. 8 Spine angle classes. The blue circle is the head center h and the green circle is the pelvis center p of the subject player. The spine angle range of the training dataset is divided into five spine angle classes.
* 2
Note that we insist on simplicity for (only) the pose estimation problem during tracking from low-resolution surveillance videos.
F b to estimate the body orientation according to the spine angle θ t of the player at frame t (Fig. 8) .
We use random decision forests [55] to train each upper body direction classifier using the subdatasets divided by the spine angle value (see Fig. 9 ). We use the same feature window size of the poselet-regressor calculated from W × D upper body region (Section 5.1) for the two-level HOG features of the multiple body orientation classifiers. (Fig. 8) .
Learning Multiple Upper Body Orientation
To We also define the spine angle θ i on the image plane as the angle against the x-axis direction. This spine angle θ i can be calculated from the spine pose estimated with the 2D spine pose s i (see Fig. 8 ).
Next, we divide D into n s −subdatasets {D s , s = 1, . . . , n s } according to the angle value θ i of each i-th instance in D (Fig. 8) . Spine angle θ i space is separated into n s regions, which we call spine angle classes, according to the spine angle value θ i calculated from h i , p i . With each D s , we learn f b s as random decision forests. This dataset preparation procedure is shown in Fig. 9 .
We use n s = 5 by default as showed in Fig. 8 . After the preliminary tests with our experimental datasets, we decided to divide the spine angle θ i space into the following five classes: 
At test time, after the value of s was selected using Eq. (3), the corresponding classifier f b s was used to estimate the body orientation.
This spine-driven dataset grouping both at training time and test time makes it easier for each random decision forest to select more discriminative split functions at each node rather than using the whole dataset. The reason is that images in one grouped subdataset D s are more similar and thus it is easier to automatically select the informative (different) feature dimensions for random forest learning (see the average images in each subdataset D s for each spine angle class in Fig. 9 ).
Our idea of using spine angle value as a conditional prior for selecting body orientation classifier was inspired by the conditional regression forests in Ref. [17] , but there is a difference. While Ref. [17] models the conditional prior of the head orientation by selecting the T trees from one holistic random decision forest for all the head orientations (conditions), our method trains multiple independent random decision forests for each spine angle range separately and do not use any trees from the different conditions. The reason for adopting this different approach is that the upper body appearance does not have continuous (manifold-like) feature space along the spine angle because arm and head appearances are sometimes inconsistent with the spine angle changes.
Experiments
We evaluated our framework with videos from an American football game and a women's soccer game. We performed experiments for each pose estimation step, namely (1) head and pelvis center estimation with head tracker and the pelvis center (Section 6.2), and (2) the body orientation estimation (Section 6.3). All videos were captured at a high place in the stadium with fixed cameras at 29 fps. In the American football videos, horizontally moving players are mainly shown. However, in the women's soccer videos, players often move diagonally (to the goal or the opponents). Hence, we can expect different body orientation statistics for each scene.
In each scene, we prepared our experimental data by dividing videos into a test dataset and a training dataset. The datasets were prepared with images and manually annotated labels of the spine pose and the body orientation. The American football videos were captured from one match of Panasonic IMPULSE * 3 , which is a Japanese professional American football team. The women's soccer videos were captured from the match "Waseda-Keio Game" of the Keio University womens soccer team * 4 .
We evaluate each of the three steps of our method in the following three subsections (Sections 6.1, 6.2, 6.3). We will focus only * 3 http://panasonic.co.jp/es/go-go-impulse/ * 4 http://keio-soccer.net/ on the poses of the black-uniformed players in the American football videos and focus only on the poses of the brown-uniformed players in the women's soccer videos (see the figures for those uniform colors).
We prepared a test video dataset D test with 12 test videos for the American football game and prepared D test with 10 videos for the women's soccer game, with 22 test video sequences in total. Each test video sequence in both games is composed of 80 frames, and we track one player in each video to evaluate our framework. To evaluate the advantage of using only the upper body region appearances for human pose estimation, some of the tests include frames with some lower body occlusions between players. In addition, to demonstrate the advantages of our body orientation classifiers conditioned by spine angle class, some of the tests include bending or twisting poses (where the upper body orientation and the lower body orientation (movement direction) are different). Later in Section 6.4, we discuss the effectiveness of our method for occlusion cases and bending poses by showing the visualized result images.
For each scene, we independently trained a head detector (which we will not evaluate), the poselet-regressor of the pelvis center and the body orientation classifiers from the training dataset D train with manually labeled poses, which only includes team players from one specific team. In addition, to overcome the head-center drift of the head tracker in the soccer scene, we augmented the D train of the soccer scene to D To train the body orientation classifiers with the symmetric images and labels of the originally labeled samples, we resampled the symmetric samples using the following procedure. First, we made the dataset D train in specific scenes (e.g., American football or women's soccer, in our experiments) by manually labeling the images from the training videos. Second, we made a flipped copy of D train as D train , which is composed of the flipped images and flipped labels from D train . Finally, we acquired the whole training dataset D = {D train , D train } with symmetrically resampled images and labels. In the American football scenes, about 40 percent of the images were used in the test videos (tests 2,3,4,10 and 12) * 5 . In the soccer scene, we completely separated the test dataset and the training dataset. Note that again our goal was training scenespecific (or sport-specific) body orientation estimators that can deal with bending poses. Hence, we tried a supervised-learning approach as a first step toward unconstrained sport pose estimators.
We trained and tested our method for one specific team (with the same clothing but with different body shapes). Even though some test sequences were overlapped with the training dataset, most of the test images in each frame were different from the ones in the training dataset because tracking provides a shifted upper body window appearance based on the drift of the head tracker c 2015 Information Processing Society of Japan with reflections and four slide vectors. After data augmentation, we obtained 2822 × 5slides = 5265 examples in total). We used a 48 × 48 upper body region for the American football scenes and a 64 × 64 upper body region for the women's soccer scenes, from which we calculated the feature vectors for both the poseletregressor and the body orientation classifiers. For the body orientation classifiers of the women's soccer scene, we change the center of the upper body region to the pelvis center estimated by the poselet-regressor while the center of the upper body region for the classifiers of American Football scene is the head center estimated by the head tracker (larger window shows the regions for body orientation classifiers in each figure in this paper). And we also make the upper body region size for the soccer scene body orientation classifiers to 64 × 64 in order to include arm regions of all training samples.
To train five body orientation classifiers in each spine angle range, we divided the training dataset D train (or D We performed the evaluations for players on the lower side of the field in each scene so that the image scale of the players became almost the same. For the same reason, we also collected training examples from the players who played on the lower side of the field. As a result, we could only consider a small range of scales of the players in the experiments (and also the camera views and distance).
Head Tracking
To apply the head tracking algorithm from Ref. [13] , we trained head detectors for each scene as linear SVMs using HOG features [14] with 4 × 4 cells within a 24 × 24 pixels window so that the head region was included in the 50 − −70 percent of the window size. The first column in Table 1 is the result of the error in the head tracker for our test dataset. The error in the spine angle class will be evaluated in the next subsection.
Spine Pose and Spine Angle Class Precision
We evaluated the precision of the poselet-regressor using the test dataset from two perspectives: (1) precision of the poseletregressor itself; and (2) precision of the assignment of the spine angle class. As a baseline of (1), we also evaluated the performance of the Flexible-Mixtures-of-Parts (FMP) [20] as the head center and the pelvis center estimator. Since FMP is a person detector, we used the 200 × 200 image centered at the head position from the head tracker to (re-)detect the FMP for this evaluation. We used software and the default model of FMP provided by the authors of [20] . We resized the 200 × 200 image to 400 × 400 size so that the FMP model could detect the person with the trained size.
The first row in Table 1 shows the average error of the head center locations estimated by the head tracker with our estimators and FMP [20] . The second row in Table 1 is the result of the pelvis center location estimated by the poselet-regressor from the tracked head locations in each frame and the results of FMP [20] . Note that in both scenes, some tests are omitted for calculating the results of FMP (test 2,3,4 in American football and test 5 in women's soccer). The reason is that the subject player was not detected by the FMP because of inter-player occlusion. Figure 10 shows some example results of FMP detection on our test sequences.
While our approach for estimating the pelvis center location is two-step estimation (steps (1) and (2)), the average error of the (Fig. 10) . While the results for the two joints are good (for our body orientation classification in step 3), all parts of the FMP do not fit well for the subject person. While torso parts (yellow rectangles) and head parts (green rectangles) are well fitted to the players, arm parts and leg parts are not well fitted because of the hard occlusions or disappearance of those parts. Hence, FMP is not valid for our purposes, even though the head center and the pelvis center seem well fitted. Next, we evaluated the precisions of the spine-angle classification of the whole test dataset D test . Figure 11 shows the confusion matrix of the results of the spine angle classification performed with the whole test dataset D test in each scene type. American football videos include mainly standing poses (spine class 2,3,4) and few bending poses (spine class 1,5). There are some samples whose true class 3 is wrongly classified as one of the neighboring classes 2 and 4. The results for the women's soccer videos shows the accuracy of the spine angle classification: 78.1 percent, which is higher than the results for the American football scene (54.7 percent). While our spine angle range strategy reduces the effects of the spine pose estimation error by discretizing the spine angle, higher accuracy of the assignment of the spine angle class s also strengthens the accuracy of the spine angle class prior for selecting the appropriate body orientation classifier f b s . In this sense, we would prefer the more precise poselet-regressor, while this might be difficult for our problem setting with very low-resolution videos.
Body Orientation Precision
We evaluated the precision of the body orientation classifiers (Section 5) using the test dataset. We compared the result of proposed body orientation classifiers to the result of our body orientation classifier in our previous work [16] , which uses only one body orientation classifier for the whole training dataset. To test a fair comparison in terms of alignment, we trained body orientation classifiers for the women's soccer scenes with a pelvisaligned window, where the pelvis is located at (32, 48) from the top left corner of the 64 × 64 window (see Fig. 15 ).
To compare with the body orientation classifier of [16] , we also trained one body orientation classifier with random decision forests using the overall training dataset D train for American football scenes, D aug train for the women's soccer scenes. As described in Section 4.2, we used the input feature vector for random forests with the 3-level pyramid HOG with a PCA-reduced one-channel image for our proposed method. For Ref. [16] , we used a onelevel pyramid HOG as in Ref. [16] .
For the American football scenes, we used the spine angle class boundaries [60, 80, 100, 120] between two neighboring classes of Eq. (3). For the soccer scenes, we used different boundaries [70, 80, 100, 110] because the spine angles of the soccer players are not so acute as those of the American football players.
We compared the results of the proposed body orientation classifiers with the spine angle prior and the body orientation classifier of [16] from two perspectives with the same tracked results of spine poses: a multi-class classification perspective and a body orientation angle estimation perspective.
Multi-Class Classification
We first evaluated our body orientation classifiers as a multiclass classifier. Figure 12 shows the body orientation class distribution, where 0 degrees is equivalent to class 4 and 180 degrees is equivalent to class 0 (see Fig. 3 (c) for the class index assignment). Since most of the subject players (who are mainly running back and wide receivers) run horizontally in the American (Fig. 12 (a) ), most of the body orientations are in horizontal directions (class 0 (left) or class 4 (right)) and there are only few diagonal orientations. In the women's soccer scenes ( Fig. 12 (b) ), the target brown clothing team is attacking to the right direction in the field. Most of the frames are in the right direction, with some diagonal orientations. Figure 13 shows the confusion matrices of the classification results using the body pose classifier in Ref. [16] (Fig. 13 (a) and (c)), and the body orientation classifiers proposed in this paper ( Fig. 13 (b) and (d) ) in each scene. The confusion matrices for the proposed method show slightly more precise results than those of Ref. [16] , while the class prediction accuracy is almost the same. However, Fig. 13 (c) shows a little more misclassification (i.e., predicted class 1 vs. true class 5 is salient in Fig. 13 (c) ) while Fig. 13 (d) shows the more misclassification to the neighborhood classes.
Orientation Angle Error
As also evaluated in the other papers for head or body orientation estimation reviewed in Section 2, we evaluated the average angle error of the estimated body orientation angle from the same test results. Table 2 shows the average estimation error of the body orientation angle in degrees for the test dataset D test by our proposed method and our previous method [16] in each type of scene. Although the average errors of the proposed method shows that it performs the better than Ref. [16] in Table 2 in both scene types, this does not give us a good understanding of the overall results because the precision and accuracy are almost the same between the two methods. Hence, we will visualize many example results in specific tests and situations in the next Section 6.4 with further detailed discussion to provide evidence for each specific challenge.
Discussions Running Poses
Since running is the most frequent action in team sports videos, the robustness of estimating running poses is the most important for evaluating the human pose estimation method for team sports. Figure 14 shows some results from the proposed method and Ref. [16] in seven consecutive frames in the test dataset while the player is running (tests 1,2,3,4 in the American football scenes). Figure 14 (a) (test 1) is a typical example of a standard straight running case, which occurs very often in team sports videos. Figure 14 (b) (test 3) shows the results when the movement direction of the player is different from the body orientation (the player is moving to the left while the body orientation is in the upward direction). This capability of our framework is very important for team sports videos, where players often look at different directions from their movement direction. Figure 14 (c) (test 4) shows the results of twisting behavior (body rotation against the camera pose) during running. Even though Ref. [16] shows good results, the proposed method gives perfect results during the transition of body orientation (see 4th frame from the left on both rows in Fig. 14 (d) ). Figure 15 shows some key frames in the women's soccer tests. Figure 15 (a) and (c) (test1 and test7) shows running sequence examples. Compared with the American football scenes, the soccer scenes have more diagonally running players and diagonal body orientations: classes 1, 3, 5, and 7 in Fig. 3 (c) . Figure 16 shows some cases with hard occlusions within the upper body region. Since our method only uses the upper body region (larger blue rectangle) for body pose estimation, the upper body poses are estimated correctly (Fig. 16 (b) ). However, estimation of the upper body orientation tends to fail if most of the background becomes an unknown image pattern for the poselet-regressor and body orientation classifiers ( Fig. 16 (a) and (c)). Even though the background in our videos consists of simple green flat texture and the random decision forests can select the features mostly of the foreground (player) HOG cells after the feature selection, our upper body pose estimation results become unstable when hard occlusions occur because we have not yet built the foreground-only selection. This is a very important problem in the application of our framework to other sports videos where the background consists of more complex textures. Figure 15 (d) (test10 for women's soccer scenes) is also an example of the advantage of the usage of only the upper body region's appearance. Our method can estimate the upper body pose of soccer players even as they interact with the ball with their legs, because the ball does not affect the estimation at all as long as it does not enter the upper body region. Bending Poses Figure 17 shows the results of bending (side-view) poses. If the spine pose is estimated correctly, the upper body orientation is also classified correctly (Fig. 17 (a) and (c) ). If the drifts of the head tracker become large, the poselet-regressor tends to provide an incorrect pelvis center location and the upper body orientation method and the second row shows the method of Ref. [16] .
Occlusions and Using only the Upper Body Region
classifiers tend to fail because of the wrongly estimated spine angle class (Fig. 17 (b) and (d) ). These spine pose estimations while bending from side-view monocular videos (not only for pedestrians) are novel outputs in the computer vision field, while having some errors in our experiments.
c 2015 Information Processing Society of Japan Fig. 15 Results from women's soccer scenes. The first row shows the results of the proposed method and the second row shows the method of Ref. [16] .
The Effect of the Alignment of the Upper Body Region and the Selected Features.
Our body orientation method depends on the alignment of the tracker and the selected features in each spine angle. Figure 18 shows some examples of the effect of the alignment of the head tracker and pelvis center estimation. In Fig. 18 head center location is not good. This misalignment causes the misclassification of the body orientation in Fig. 18 (b) , while the body orientation is correct in Fig. 18 (a) because the misalignment of the head is small (for 8 × 8 pooling of HOG features for the poselet-regressor and the body orientation classifiers).
In Fig. 18 (c) and (d), the head tracker is good enough. However, in Fig. 18 (d) , the pelvis estimation is not accurate and our algorithm selects the wrong spine angle class from the misaligned upper body region. There is a tradeoff between the selected features of each spine angles class vs. alignment of the upper body region and the precision of the pelvis center location.
Models for One Specific Team
Our evaluation for American football videos shows the robustness of our method mainly for running poses, which account for the vast majority of player poses not only in American football but also in all other team sports. Compared with FMP [20] or other frontal upper body estimators that must know the various types of clothing and hair styles, human pose estimators for team sports (such as our method) only need to know the appearance of the two team's uniforms for a specific match. In this sense, although our method uses fully supervised models for one specific team (or uniform), our experiments shows that our classifiers are robust enough to estimate the upper body poses of the target team players.
Conclusion
We proposed an upper body pose estimation framework for team sports videos, which estimates the upper body orientation and the spine pose of one player from the tracked and aligned upper body appearances and feature selection with random decision forests. Our method employs a scene-specific head tracker, a spine pose regressor (poselet-regressor), and body orientation classifiers conditioned by the spine angle. Both our poseletregressor and the conditioned body orientation classifiers are trained from the player images of the same team, and can be used for the players wearing the same uniform (or performing the same sports actions in the other scenes). Our alignment-based body orientation classification, guided by the 2D spine pose, can predict not only the body orientation but also the 2D spine pose even when hard-occlusions or part disappearance occurs, because it uses a few selected features within the aligned upper body window. This alignment-based pose estimation framework, is suitable for side view running poses as [25] and suitable for upper body bending poses which both frequently appear in team sports videos.
Moreover, our previous method [16] proposed a rough conversion of a 2D spine pose to a 3D pose by combining the 2D spine pose with horizontal body orientation recognition (Fig. 3 (b) ). This means that the upper body poses estimated by the proposed method can be also used for generating (approximate) 3D upper body pose information as Ref. [16] does.
Future work includes upper body orientation estimation using team contexts such as movement directions of all players on the same team or their common attending direction. In adc 2015 Information Processing Society of Japan dition, 3D geometry of the scene and players should be considered to restrict the variation of the human appearance on images. Also, we would like to utilize the spine pose information estimated from our poselet-regressor as a mid-level feature for action recognition, such as the understanding of defensive behavior from bending poses or the team activity analysis as proposed in Refs. [29] , [30] , [31] for surveillance.
